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Abstract
As we enter a world filled with more and more natural disasters and catastrophes that
threaten our very existence as well as the existence of so many species around us, we have to ask
ourselves, why are we not acting to save the planet including the community of life that lives on
it? The psychology of sustainability explores what motivates individuals to take sustainable
action in their daily lives, as well as how this action influences their wellbeing and connection
with their environment. The psychology of sustainability holds the key leading to more
sustainable development at a local, national, and global scale. Sustainable development
comprises the actions used to live environmentally friendly lifestyles. This project dives into the
importance of living sustainably as well as the thought process behind the decisions we make
and how this influences our lifestyle. Through this project, we will also explore what motivates
an individual and what is the best way to encourage someone to make a lifestyle change. Using
the Theory of Planned Behavior model, I will dissect what actions are successful when it comes
to getting people more involved with sustainable efforts. Through this work and research, I
created a potential plan for St. Catherine University that would encourage sustainable practices
across campus. Furthermore, students will be able to carry this plan out in their lives postgraduation and allow St. Catherine as a whole to be more environmentally conscious.

Introduction
What is the psychology of sustainability? The term sustainability is used more often
today but, many people do not understand the extent to which this word could mean for our
future. Sustainability is the ability to maintain something at a certain rate or level, through this
conversation I will specifically explore a sustainable lifestyle in regards to environmentally
friendly efforts. These efforts will be looked at in terms of actions individuals and organizations
can take to not just avoid depleting resources but, also pursue a global environmental system
based around protecting the planet by being proactive in our actions and decisions. In this paper,
I will dissect the psychological motivation behind what encourages people to participate in a
more sustainable lifestyle. First, I will discuss a brief history and background about what this
field of study is and furthermore, how these findings will influence what motivates each
individual and how they could be applied in real life. This will be followed by a discussion
around how an individual can exercise their voice to better educate and inform others on
environmental practices. I used my Instagram as a platform to show this impact and kept track of
several things within this project to show the reach every person has through modern
technology.Then I will apply this knowledge to the world and describe how our St. Catherine
community can make changes as well as what influences you as an individual can do to
encourage others.
As our world continues to face more and more environmental catastrophes and as no
action continues to be taken, I must explore why people make decisions that are not acting to
save the world. I was originally drawn to this topic because of my strong passion and interest in
sustainability. The part of sustainability that always confused me however, was why so few
people took interest or action when it came to living sustainably in their daily lives. I have

adjusted my lifestyle to be more sustainable because I am so passionate about this, but you can’t
force passion onto someone else. There are easy and small actions that could be taken by
everyone, and yet, so many people opt out of these and some show little to no interest in ever
starting. Last January I studied abroad in the Czech republic and I was amazed at not just the
overall sustainability of the country, but the community's way of acting sustainable as well. It
was considered normal to live this way and the outliers were not the people taking sustainable
action, but instead those who deliberately were not. So the bigger question is, what causes this
change of mind and how could this be implemented in America?
Using the theory of planned behavior and understanding the thought process behind a
decision, this paper is going to attempt to answer these questions and more to demonstrate how
one can encourage a sustainable lifestyle within themselves and others.

Section One: What is the Psychology of Sustainability?
The psychology of sustainability often looks at how and why people choose a sustainable
lifestyle and what drives these motives and decisions. It deals with how and why people make
sustainable choices, while also looking at the impact sustainable decisions have on peoples’
mental health and wellbeing (APA, 2011). It analyzes what influences people's decisions when it
comes to living sustainably. Included under this umbrella of study of study, is environmental
psychology, conservation psychology, sociophysical psychology and other research that
primarily focuses on the relationship between humans and their environment. A key point to
make is the difference between the psychology of sustainability and sustainable development.
Sustainable development is the actual act of living sustainably or supporting a sustainable
infrastructure through action. These two are often closely studied together and can directly
impact one another, but they do have two different goals. Psychology of sustainability examines
the motivation to live a sustainable lifestyle while sustainable development’s goal is to develop
more infrastructure that allows individuals to live a more environmentally friendly and
sustainable lifestyle. Another closely related topic is environmental psychology, which looks at
how one interacts with their own environment in general. Very often these three topics are
closely studied together so it’s important to recognize the distinction between the three.
The psychology of sustainability is a relatively new field within psychology and has
many components of past fields that heavily influence or play a role in newer discoveries. As I
walk through a brief history, you’ll recognize other psychological teachings such as behaviorism,
environmental psychology, and psychoanalysis. Early psychology of sustainability studies
looked at the relationship between ourselves and our environment, and more specifically, how
this influenced our behaviors. B. F. Skinner, a behavioral psychologist, was a large contributor to

starting the field in the early 80s. Through his research into how the environment impacts our
behavior, he found the importance of living more sustainably. He gave a speech in 1982 titled
“Why Are We Not Acting to Save the World?” which dived into the importance of changing our
behavior to be more sustainable but also, the impact a sustainable lifestyle can have on us (Scott
and Kroger, n.d.). Skinner’s thoughts on operant conditioning regarding how all of our habits are
essentially caused by positive or negative reinforcement play a role in how he believed that
leaving a positive impact on the environment encourages more positive decisions as far as
sustainability and well being in our overall lives. For example, someone who is going to make a
decision to opt-out of plastic bag is going to then feel better about that decision and later that
day, when they are given the choice between a plant based or red meat option, they will be more
inclined to choose the plant based choice because they remember the feeling that they created for
themselves based on their earlier decision.
Another notable past study that has impacted and helped shape the field of the
psychology of sustainability is Freud's theory on psychoanalysis. Psychoanalysis is defined as “a
system of psychological theory and therapy which aims to treat mental disorders by investigating
the interaction of conscious and unconscious elements in the mind and bringing repressed fears
and conflicts into the conscious mind by techniques such as dream interpretation and free
association.” (Oxford Languages, 2021). As mentioned, the psychology of sustainability often
looks at how and why people choose a sustainable lifestyle and what drives these motives and
decisions. The psychology of sustainability has to ask questions such as: Do we make decisions
that are beneficial or detrimental to the environment? Are we consciously making these choices
or are there other motives and drives influencing our decision? The concept that our conscious
and unconscious can make separate decisions is similar to Freud’s theory of psychoanalysis. By

investigating our unconscious decisions, psychologists are able to gain a better understanding of
what motivates a person to make a decision that is more or less beneficial for the environment.
There are studies that have been conducted that look at the influences behind a person's decision
to make a sustainable choice, which I will get more into in section two.
Furthermore, a study conducted by Annamarie Di Fabio in 2017, looked at the wellbeing
of individuals when they were placed in a space where there is sustainable development (Di
Fabio et al, 2017b). In the study, Di Fabio defines wellbeing as “a state of complete physical,
mental, spiritual, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” and
what she found was a positive correlation between people's wellbeing and them being placed in
an environment that is focused around sustainable development (Di Fabio et al, 2017b). This
demonstrates how there is benefit in being a more inclusive and positive community rather than
focusing on the absence of things that are negative and harmful. It creates a space that is both
ecologically sustainable as well as creates opportunity for future economic well-being. This is
also an example of environmental psychology, because it is looking at the impact one's
environment has on us.
Another piece of the psychology of sustainability that is important to note is Division 34,
also known as The Society for Environmental, Population, and Conservation Psychology
(SEPCP). SEPCP was a task force created by the APA (American Psychological Association) to
help tackle climate change and other environmental issues (APA,2011). SEPCP was formed by
merging two previously made organizations within the APA. Once they merged they set clear
goals they wish to accomplish within psychology that could help create a positive impact on the
earth. This organization sorting started around 2008 which is about the time that one could
consider the psychology of sustainability a legitimate field of study within psychology.

The psychology of sustainability has made several impacts within the world of
psychology. Another notable contribution that stemmed from the psychology of sustainability as
well as environmental psychology is ecopsychology. Ecopsychology looks at humans wellbeing,
health, and identity when it comes to their relationship with the natural world and physical
environment (APA, 2011). This has led the world to gain a better understanding of certain
experiences within nature as well as incorporate outdoor activities within counseling and prevent
burnout regarding environmental issues. I think it’s important to highlight this connection
because this is a way the psychology of sustainability has led to something that can directly help
and improve mental health. It also provides a direct avenue for people to interact with their
natural surroundings while understanding the benefit this could put on themselves as well as the
earth around them.
While the history of the psychology of sustainability has been relatively new, there has
been a lot gained and accomplished in its short time. According to the APA, Division 34 has set
out to offer contributions to global climate change and other worldly issues that they may be able
to offer some help and assistance (2010). These are the types of contributions the psychology of
sustainability makes. Many countries across the world have already implemented various
changes based on findings within the psychology of sustainability. For example, Iceland has
reached 100% renewable energy and other countries choosing to ban single use plastic by
starting with plastic bags has led to a large decrease across household’s single use plastic usage
(Kroposki et al., 2017). I firmly believe that it could be the key to encouraging sustainable
actions in our daily lives at a global level.

Section Two: The Decision Makers
Each individual is given a series of choices everyday. From what to wear, what to eat,
what route to take, or who to talk to. Free will exists in our everyday lives which is something
not enough people recognize. So what is making these choices, our conscious or subconscious?
According to a short book titled The Psychology of Sustainability there are two decision making
centers that govern our choices: the rule-based and the associative (Manning, 2009). The rulebased looks at a dilemma from many angles, assesses the situation, and forms a logical answer
by taking their time to draw a conclusion. Whereas the associative, makes snap decisions based
on a gut-feeling or prior notions. Potentially, the key to encouraging a more sustainable lifestyle
lies within these centers. If a sustainable choice is laid out in front of you, but the unsustainable
option is more appealing to the associative decision maker, then you will likely choose that
option. An example of what this looks like is given the choice between biking or driving to work,
the majority of people choose driving. Our rule-based center recognizes that biking to work
would be beneficial for our body because it would give us a chance to exercise. It also would
acknowledge that we would be emitting less CO2 into the environment and would therefore be
good for the environment (Manning, 2009). Finally, our rule-based center could see that biking
would avoid traffic, which would avoid stress and offer a more peaceful start to the morning.
However, our associative center would have a large role in our final decision because our
associative center wouldn’t want a longer commute that may come because of biking, it wouldn’t
want to show up to work sweaty with helmet hair, and it may not be comfortable doing
something different than the office norm. This is just one example of ways that the associative
and rule-based decision making centers work to make our day-to-day decisions, but it’s vital to
mention that some decisions are out of our control. In this example of biking to work, some

communities are not equipped with biking trails that could connect one person from their home
to their work. Some aspects of our decisions are made for us without us always realizing or
acknowledging them. This is discussed more in depth in regards to the theory of planned
behavior.
If our daily choices could find a way to appeal to both the rule-based and associative,
people would be more inclined to exercise their free will in a way that benefits themselves, the
environment, and their community. This could look like a community center offering an extra 5
cents back for every plastic bottle you bring in, so you are more inclined to want to properly
recycle and maybe even bike over to the community center to drop off your plastic bottles. This
choice would appeal to both the associative and rule-based, thereby urging each individual to
genuinely want to make that sustainable decision. It is important to point out that even with very
present and easily accessible sustainable choices, people may still show no interest in them.
Some people do not care about the environment or their exercise levels or even their community.
So then the bigger question is how does one invoke a change of mindset and interest in others?
One can’t just force what they are passionate about onto another person. Each individual is
entitled to their own likes and dislikes. Therefore, a community that works together to create
change as a whole would set a new standard for what society is focused on or supposed to look
like. This is discussed further in section four and five of this paper but is notable within this
context.
Along with this theory on decision making, another theory that coincides with and further
explains how people are influenced on their decisions is the theory of planned behavior (TPB).
The TPB explains what influences lead to a person making a decision such as social norms,
personal attitude towards a behavior, and their perceived control over a situation (LaMorte,

2019). These factors could also play a role in getting people to choose more sustainable options
day-to-day. An example of this theory in action can look like this: you want to buy a new phone
case because your friend at work has a biodegradable one that you really liked. If the social norm
feels like this is what is the most common case to get, you will feel more inclined to make that
switch. If you hear about good protection ratings on the case, plus it is really comfortable in your
hand, you will be more likely to buy it. Finally, if you personally like the look, style, and feel of
the case, you will be even more inclined to switch to that case. However, if even one of those
factors had a more negative connotation to your thought process on getting the new case, it could
very likely hold you back. That is why sustainable products, as they become more available,
must appeal to multiple aspects of the consumer to improve their ratings, support, and likelihood
of gaining a larger following. This is perhaps one of the areas that the eco-friendly products seem
like they are currently failing the consumer. Many people do not want to make the switch to a
sustainable option due to the high upfront costs, lack of knowledge of a product, or the
uncomfortable feeling of switching to something outside of their comfort zone. Similar to how
our decision making centers work, there is then a better chance of getting more people on board
with sustainable products and efforts if the product or effort appeals to social norms, their
perceived control, and their personal attitudes or beliefs.
Here is an image of the TPB model.

Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991).
The TPB can be applied to how someone could assume a person will behave when it
comes to environmental action in their lives. However, there are some drawbacks to this model.
While the TPB tracts the influences behind a decision to the person's intention, there is not a
clear line to that intention always behind their behavior or action. Decisions usually are not a
linear thought process and there are many other outside factors that could affect it such as
environmental or economic impacts (LaMorte, 2019). Someone may intend to live a more
sustainable lifestyle, but they are unable to due to higher prices that often come with certain
sustainable choices.
Furthermore, removing the decision all together would fast track this process and leave
people with no choice at all. Enacting large policy changes that urge individuals into living a

more environmentally sustainable lifestyle has proven to be one of the easiest ways to invoke
change. By influencing individuals choices, it changes the supply and demand of large
corporations to be more centered around sustainable and environmental action to better appeal to
the consumers. Another finding within the field of the psychology of sustainability described in
Manning’s book, is that large policy changes have been the best way to affect sustainable change
(2009). For example, there are many countries that have set out to achieve sustainable goals
years ago and are already meeting these goals. Countries such as Iceland have reached 100%
renewable energy and other countries choosing to ban single use plastic by starting with plastic
bags has led to a large decrease across household’s single use plastic usage (Kroposki et al.,
2017). These sort of policy changes essentially remove the decision-making process altogether
and leave the consumer with one clear choice that becomes second nature over time and more of
an associative or unconscious decision. The argument then is, does this remove free will? As I
talk about promoting and supporting a sustainable society rather than avoiding bad behaviors and
punishing those who don’t do zero waste perfectly, people must still be allowed freedom of
choice. The difference is, what if the choices were both sustainable but one just fits a certain
individuals lifestyle better than the other. If sustainability became the new normal, large
corporations would be forced to comply with new consumer habits.
One way to assess the sort of corporations people want to support would be through a
rating or grading system. An article published in 2018 by Lyon et al. looked at the impact of
some of the most major companies globally and their impact on the environment. They created a
rating system to assess how well or how poorly a company is doing based on a variety of factors
such as “where is there energy coming from” or “how much plastic is used to ship this product”
and more environmentally relevant questions and content.

This study shows that the rating system they created should be used more internationally
and for all companies (Lyon et al., 2018). Essentially what this could mean is, instead of a
restaurant receiving just a grade on their quality of meat or cleanliness, they will also receive a
mark for their sustainable efforts. While all of this sounds relatively about sustainable
development, this is where the psychological piece would play in. Similar to how people may not
want to eat at an unclean restaurant that received poor marks, this sustainable rating system could
also help influence both their rule-based, and associative decision-making centers. It could
become part of the new norm in decision making.
Another influence on our decisions is self discipline. If everyone can hold themselves
accountable to follow through on our intentions, overtime, our actions will naturally follow.
Many nutritionists have found that making healthy food choices leads to individuals making
healthy lifestyle choices as well. This can look like taking the stairs instead of the elevator or
making time to go for a daily walk (Wahl, et al., 2017). This shows how one decision can lead to
a series of similar choices. Therefore, this concept could also be applied to making sustainable
decisions. If someone decides to switch to using solid shampoo bars as opposed to plastic bottled
hair products, they might be more inspired to then also switch to using reusable zip lock bags as
opposed to single use ones. The overall notion is this, if a person makes what they consider to be
a “good” decision, they won’t want to “cancel” that out in their mind with a bad decision. It can
lead to multiple actions overtime that create a lifestyle change, but it really begins with just one
choice.
On a personal note, I studied abroad in Prague in January of 2020. There are two main
takeaways from this I want to share. First, Prague is not known as the most sustainable city
worldwide. However, they are leaps and bounds ahead of the U.S. Their recycling protocol helps

educate consumers while getting them to properly sort their own recycling each week. Scattered
across the streets are recycling drop off bins. To take out our recycling I would bring our whole
bag down there and place the item in its respectable bin. They would be sorted by plastic, glass,
paper, and non recyclable plastic films. Not only did this teach me about how to properly sort my
recycling, but it also forced my roommates and I to wash out our recycling as we emptied
containers because we knew that one of us would shortly be digging back through each item in
that container. The second main take away from this trip for me was a conversion I had with a
Danish couple. Denmark is one of the leaders in the world for sustainable action. As a country,
they have enacted many large policy changes that have urged their citizens to make sustainable
choices. The Danes that I talked to were telling me about how they eat one vegetarian meal a day
and two or three vegan meals a week. I told them how impressed I was and how I thought that
was a great way to make a small difference without completely altering their lifestyle. They then
told me about how they were on the lesser side of sustainable actions in their community. Most
people they know are full vegetarians, pescatarians, or vegans. As cool as that is, the larger
takeaway is that Denmark has created an atmosphere that supports, promotes and uplifts
sustainable decisions. So much so that the citizens have become inclined to make more personal
choices in their own lives that help continue to benefit the environment and themselves. This is
just one small example of how effective large scale policy change can be on our decisions and
choices in our lives. It still leaves room for free will but works as a whole community to benefit
the earth.
Below are two images of what normal recycling bins look like around neighborhoods and
communities in Prague. They contain clear labels with descriptions of what goes in each bin and

they are commonly dispersed across the city that it is convenient and easy to locate one near each
individual.

To further help limit single use plastic, many stores and brands off a refill station for
shampoos, dish soaps, detergents, and more. They are user friendly and becoming more

accessible in drug stores and convenience stores. Below is an image for reference.

(Ergü, 2019)
In whole, I want to highlight a few key takeaway points. People are faced with hundreds
of decisions every day, however, as discussed with the TPB there are limitations to those
decisions. Some choices are made for us based on social or economic status and many things are
simply outside of our control (further discussion can be found in section four). There are still
things that each person can do to demonstrate their free will. Much of this lies within people’s
decision making centers, and if people can make sustainable choices more appealing to both
centers, there is a likely chance of it catching on with large groups of people as well. Much of
this reform and change needs to come from government and large corporations. It also must be
taught to people so they can have a better understanding of why these decisions are important
and how our choices can affect those around us. Using the TPB one is able to gain more

knowledge on what pushes people to make certain decisions and if we as a society really want to
see change, we should use this knowledge to better the earth.

Section Three: The Importance of Education, Influence, and the Role of Social Media
Another important concept is the role and importance that education plays in our
decisions. The primary problem with getting people to voluntarily participate in sustainable
action (particularly older generations) is because many people just don’t know enough about the
impact they make on the world. Every plastic toothbrush ever used still exists today, millions of
plastic straws are used to consume an 8oz beverage worldwide, red meat industries are the one of
the primary causes for greenhouse gas emissions, and roughly 100 large global corporations
make up 71% of climate change issues. There are solutions one way or another that every person
could take without drastically changing their day-to-day lives and yet, we rarely see this
happening. What this comes to is the simple lack of knowledge that many people possess when it
comes to these issues. It is not discussed on the news and social media outlets have ads tailored
to each consumer's preferences, meaning if they have not shown interest in environmental action
before, there is no point in promoting or advertising it to them. This education needs to start at a
foundational level. By educating people about the importance of their actions, they will be given
more of the whole picture as to what their decisions are doing and will perhaps exercise their free
will differently.
Both Manning’s book and Di Fabio’s studies have concluded that change begins at an
individual level and that many small changes lead to a large impact (Manning, 2009 ;Di Fabio et
al., 2017). What this means is that in order to create the most influence at a psychological level,
each individual needs to understand their own relationship and impact with their environment
and the best way to build that understanding is through positive progression and acceptance of
change. Another article by Di Fabio examines how we accept change into our lives and attests to
the stubbornness that many people are faced with when it comes to altering their lifestyle. This

plays a role in the psychology of sustainability in terms of an individual’s willingness to adapt
their lifestyles to a more sustainable and eco-friendly environment (Di Fabio & Gori, 2016).
Further emphasizing the importance of how change occurs at a personal level. Another key
finding Di Fabio made in 2017 was that promoting rather than punishing sustainable behavior
created a positive influence on more sustainable choices. She claims that it is no longer about
just avoiding tasks like depletion of resources, but instead more about “promoting” a new
lifestyle. This means that the new keywords to associate with sustainability revolve around
enrichment, growth, and flexibility to change (Di Fabio, 2017a)
Along with accepting and understanding change at an individual level, is the role of
education within this acceptance. Education is a huge piece to furthering people's understanding
on why people need to live a more sustainable lifestyle, and more importantly, how to do that
and what it looks like. A study by Moceri and others in 2012 revealed that educating kids early
on in schools was one of the keys to creating change towards sustainable actions. This study
found there was a positive correlation between teaching children in a controlled environment
about sustainability and them enacting these teachings in their lives, but it was harder to
implement changes within a non-controlled environment (Moceri et. al., 2012). I think this could
be one of the big changes the world sees within our future regarding our youth and how people
are going to make lasting changes to our world and community. This will likely be the gateway
to the psychology of sustainability’s future.
Furthermore, with how connected we are with technology, it is so much easier to spread
information to help educate those around us. Each person is capable of making an influence on
others in their lives, and social media is an excellent place to put that influence into action. In
December, I set out to help further prove the impact one individual could make on social media

using Instagram. I began with 1,454 followers. By Instagram standards this is not a large
following, but the way I see it is if 1,500 people were to walk into my house right now to watch
me talk about something I’m passionate about, I would be beyond excited and also very
overwhelmed. It is unlikely to have every single follower see my post and interact with it, but
even if 200 of those 1,454 people saw it, that would still be 200 more people than if I did nothing
at all.
To begin I introduced myself better through a video and posted it to my story and as an
Instagram Television video (IGTV). The initial support was much stronger than I had
anticipated. I also went through several influencers Instagram pages and researched how the
Instagram algorithm worked to best reach the most people. I hand painted cover images for each
highlight story in my bio and tried to keep my posts on a schedule or weekly basis. I gained ten
new followers within the first two days, received eight direct messages from people reaching out
with more information, questions, or input they wanted to add and hopefully see me talk about. I
have seven people share my IGTV video to their stories which in turn reached out to even more
people. A sustainability account called @cleankick.co reached out to me and a week later I did a
take over on their Instagram story with sustainable swaps people can make in their houses.
CleanKick is focused on spreading information on how to be more environmentally conscious as
well as lifestyle practices individuals can make. They also post articles and create easy to read
templates that provide information on why it’s important to create a society more centered
around environmental sustainability. In February, I was able to connect with a new ethically
made and sustainably produced swimsuit brand called TT Swimwear (Instagram handle is
@ttswimwear). TT Swimwear is a female owned and produced company who makes all of their
swimsuit products from recycled plastics and reduces how much water they use in the process.

The founder of TT Swimwear agreed to do a giveaway through my account and we each took
over one anothers Instagram accounts for the day to post a little more about ourselves and what
each of us is working on. Through this giveaway, I gained 40 more followers and TT Swimwear
gained 50. That means so many more people will be able to learn about or shop sustainably.
I also created a new format within my bio for highlighted stories on my Instagram page
and have asked my followers various questions about what they already know about
sustainability and what they would like to learn more about. What I have found is 98% of the
people interacting with my content (meaning those who answered the poll) want to learn more
and want to be more environmentally conscious. They simply haven’t been given the tools they
need yet to be successful when it comes to putting their thoughts into actions within their daily
lives. In one poll I asked what sort of information they were hoping to gain by my posts and a
majority were either about swaps they can make with daily products to be more eco-friendly, or
“how-to’s” on things such as composting, proper recycling, or thrifty ways to limit waste.
I have been posting polls with questions about what they want to learn more about, how
they think they can make a change, and asking questions to see what the general knowledge is on
a topic. For example, I used a poll on my story to ask “do you believe you’re capable of creating
change/making a difference?”. While 509 people saw the poll, only 66 answered it. 61 of the
followers answered yes, they do believe they are capable and 5 answered no. I also asked “why
or why not?” in a free response option. Those who responded “no” said things like “I believe I
can make small change but not big enough overall” or “the people that care the least will always
have the most power in any situation”. While some of these answers can be disheartening to a
passionate environmentalist like myself, the free response “yes” interactions had a much more
empowering response. They answered by largely talking about the power of a community

working together, or how each individual can affect those around them and ultimately leave to a
large wave of change. One individual said “I don’t know if I can change the world but I know
spending my money is like casting a vote, where I choose to put that money leads to better
funding for companies whose values I agree with” and another person talked about how “I am
only capable of introducing small change, but one less plastic bag at the check out is one less
plastic bag to end up in the ocean”. These sorts of responses show a unique mindset and give a
sense of hope for what our future could look like as a community. It is exciting for me personally
to see these types of answers but also makes me feel like what I have been working on through
my Instagram has been beneficial for individuals.
Below is an example of one of the polls I created with the results (and removed the
usernames of individuals. There are also two templates I used to fill in with some beginner steps
for people to take towards a more environmental lifestyle and for followers to fill out and share
what their environmental goals could be.

The question I asked about if they learned anything new from my instagram was also
followed by asking, if they implemented anything I demonstrated. If they answered yes, what
was it that they implemented? The response to these two questions felt like the most telling for
how beneficial the reach of what I was doing was actually successful. Out of 305 views, the first
question received 38 responses. The final answer was that 92% had learned something new, and
8% (or 3 votes) had not learned anything new. Because so many people early on had asked for
how to properly recycle, I did a segment one day through my story going over basic recycling
practices. I was happy to find that six different people specifically learned something new from
the recycling segment. The next biggest majority of responses said they “loved the product swap

options'' and many of them have implemented them into their lives. My project has been
primarily focussed around creating an environment that welcomes sustainable action and is built
to embrace positive action instead of trying to just avoid harmful practices. I took this approach
based on the findings within DiFabio’s 2017 study which analyzed which had the best appeal to
people who are new to environmentally sustainable practices (DiFabio, 2017a). The findings
concluded that by encouraging and promoting rather than avoiding and punishing, people are
more likely and willing to participate in an eco-friendly lifestyle. This was the sort of atmosphere
I tried to create within my Instagram. I was happy that two people responded to my “have you
learned anything” poll with saying “it’s okay to make mistakes, it’s the effort and mindset that
helps the most and I have found over time it is now more consciously at the front of my brain”
and “I’ve noticed when I’m making decisions, I feel more aware of the impact I am making with
them”. This was one of the biggest goals and points I consistently drove home within all my
videos so it was empowering to see that even two people have felt that cognitive change. The
second question regarding “which practices have you implemented?” received a similar
response. Out of 296 views, 16 total people responded. Of those 16 people, 15 said yes they
have, and 1 person answered no they had not, but did not offer any clarity as to why. Once again,
the most common answer was that people have started recycling better or bought certain reusable
products I had promoted including reusable plastic baggies (stasher bags brand), Organicup (a
reusable menstrual cup), reusable coffee filters, and started buying more glas jar products that
they could recycle or repurpose. Several individuals said they also implemented more products
that are compostable such as Pela phone cases (compostable), bamboo toothbrushes, or just
started paying closer attention to compostable packaging on products they buy. Even though I

did not receive 100% responses and not everyone learned something, it has still impacted 35
more individuals than if I did nothing at all. This is the power of just one individual's voice.
As previously stated, one thing people are interested in learning about is how they can
reduce waste or make practice and affordable changes within their lives to take small steps
towards helping the environment. To help address this, I have been posting sustainable swaps
that people can make around their house that are also pretty affordable. I have been doing my
research on truly eco-friendly brands that don’t just greenwash, but actually have a pillar towards
saving their environment within their foundation as a company. What I have found is that many
of these truly environmentally friendly brands, is that they are also struggling to get a following
as big as another company like Nestle or Johnson and Johnson. When I tag them in stories or
posts, they often will reshare my content or direct message me. I’ve been able to have several
long conversations with thrifting accounts or solid soap bar accounts which has given me the
change to get a better look at who they are as a company.
Social media provides a beautiful platform to connect with so many different individuals
easily and makes your content very accessible for any person using that platform. The response I
have received from this social media influence portion is much more than I could’ve hoped for.
Since starting, I have gained 46 new followers, hosted a take-over for two sustainability brands
accounts, connected with several brands that I have shown support for, provided a giveaway for
a sustainably sourced product, learned more about what people are looking for when it comes to
environmentalism, and connected with followers that I didn't even know had any interest in the
topic. I have put in a lot of time and effort to this portion of the project and while at times it felt
out of my comfort zone, I have come to understand how beneficial it has been for other people.
While my impact may not be considered huge by comparison to other big name accounts it is a

start and a perfect example of the influence one individual can have. Change starts small and
grows from there. Every person has a voice and it is up to them how they want to use it as well
as how others are going to use their information.

Section Four: How to Encourage Sustainable Action
As I have covered thus far, you now know more about the thought process behind a
decision and what can influence or impact their choice. I’ve also discussed the general timeline
of creating an opinion or idea on something. Now, how does one act on this timeline? First, it is
important to recognize the role that individuals play in climate change. I want to acknowledge
that while this paper is driven towards influencing sustainable action at an individual level, the
choices individuals make are not the primary cause for climate change. An article in The
Conversation, an online news article, states that 71% of all global emissions are caused by 100 of
the world’s largest corporations (Byskov, 2019). Unfortunately, this means that even if every
person made sustainable choices, such as becoming a vegan, choosing public transportation,
reducing single-use plastic, and growing their own garden, the world would only reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by less than one third of the total output. What corporations have done
is place the blame on individuals instead of taking the responsibility upon their own shoulders.
Corporations focus their advertising and marketing on telling the consumer they are the only one
who can make a choice between eco-friendly and harmful products/lifestyles, but that is simply
not the case. Instead, corporations could be producing only environmentally friendly products;
they could be taking it upon themselves to invoke change. Similarly, policy changes are one of
the fastest and easiest ways to conduct change on a large scale level. Why is our government
failing us by not setting pro-environment as the standard? It shouldn’t have to be a political
statement to support the earth, yet it is.
Furthermore, Byskov discusses how not every individual is capable of having the choice
between sustainable or unsustainable (2019). This also draws attention back to the TPB. Some
choices in life are made for us. Impoverished communities would have a harder time supporting

an environmentally friendly lifestyle due to higher costs of living when it comes to living that
way. In addition, the thought that individual consumers are the reason to blame fails to regard
that poorer countries have contributed almost nothing to climate change yet are hit the hardest by
its effects (Byskov, 2019). Therefore, when it comes to encouraging a sustainable lifestyle, we
can’t assume everything is just as simple as a choice between black or white. Other contributing
factors to take into account are economic status, environmental racism, laws and regulations in
different areas , resources within a community, and much more beyond two simple choices.
That being said, I still assert that change can still occur and be valuable at an individual
level. One person out of seven billion is not able to single handedly heal the world, but there is a
ripple effect that comes with making decisions that I think could also lead to larger policy or
corporation changes. One of the most effective ways to leave a positive impact on the
environment is by limiting or cutting out meat consumption (Byskov, 2019). This is something a
large majority of people could do. Another option would be for those that are able to, make the
switch to brands that are genuinely making a difference in the environment. Instead of
supporting a large company that makes one product “eco-friendly”, support a smaller business
that has a background that includes sustainability being one of their core values. It’s important to
fully research a brand because many large corporations fall into the category of greenwashing.
Greenwashing is a term used to describe a company that is leading the consumers to
believe that their product is beneficial for the environment when in reality it may not be. This
could look like green packing with the phrase “Environmentally friendly” splashed across the
front. There are not many strong regulations on companies when it comes to their advertising.
They can use vague terms or make claims with no evidence on their box but, in reality it is
basically lying to the consumer (Dahl, 2010). This is another example about the importance of

knowledge and education when it comes to this topic. As consumers, it is important to research a
brand or topic. For example, Nestle is one of the largest plastic producers in the world.
According to Greenpeace.org, Nestle alone produces “1.7 million tonnes of plastic annually”
(Kopp, 2019). A proactive approach the consumer could take would be to stop buying Nestle
products. This is where I believe individual action could make the most impact. If enough people
boycott a large corporation or make a big enough impact on the companies profits or success, the
corporation will have no choice but to change the way they are distributing their products. In
order for consumers to do this, they must do research or be well informed on what they are
buying. It’s also important to acknowledge that these decisions are not always as simple as it
appears. People who live in places like a food desert may only have Nestle products reasonably
available to them and they would have to drive an extra thirty minutes just to avoid these
products. This is where the psychological piece comes in. By changing consumers' mindsets to
be more community and environmentally focused through creating options for individuals to be
able to live more sustainably.
If people decided as a community, as a nation, or on a global scale, that they will no
longer support large corporations that make up for 71% of all emissions, then those large
corporations will have no other options but to adjust to the new demands. It is the simple concept
of supply and demand except this time, people are demanding a change from plastic to
compostable packaging, or naturally occurring ingredients as opposed to harsh toxins found in
many cleaning products. The ripple effect works by one person making a difference and that
alteration influencing two more people, which influences four more people and so on. This can
take time, which the planet is running out of. So, I urge each and every person reading this to go
further your knowledge on how to live a sustainable lifestyle. Research what actions seem

reasonable for your lifestyle. Turn those intentions into actions. Find ways to force your own
rule-based and associative systems to agree with one another. For example, I set a rule for myself
that I could not buy a coffee from a store unless I had my reusable cup with me. This has saved
me money as well as pushed me to reduce the amount of waste I was producing. Taking steps
like this can be beneficial for people of many different socioeconomic backgrounds.
The ripple effect starts with one individual and can carry on to produce so much change.
Along with big corporations, individual people can influence policy change, or take it upon
themselves to create sustainable change within our community. The main takeaway is that
through self discipline, taking action, speaking up, and educating ourselves and others, everyone
capable of creating change. People are also capable of working as a community to take down the
large corporations primarily responsible for climate change. It may start with one person, but
they have the ability to rally hundreds of thousands of people. Take Greta Thunberg for example,
a sixteen year old girl who skipped school to protest for climate change. She ended up being
Time's 2019 person of the year and rallied thousands, if not millions, of people behind her (Alter,
2019). She is the prime example of how an individual is capable of creating a large wave of
change. Just because people do not believe they are capable of creating big change, doesn’t mean
they should take no action. The problem is people don’t know what that looks like or how to
integrate it into their lives in a way that still suits their lifestyle. People can find ways to urge one
another to be more thoughtful when it comes to their daily decisions.

Section Five: Putting Plans into Action across St. Kate’s and Individual’s Lifestyle
What is the best way to encourage change? As we’ve discussed, action, influence and
education play a large role in enacting change. A plan of action that I have laid out could
potentially lead to an influx in sustainable change starting with St. Kate’s campus. This proposed
plan encourages policy changes at a large level, educates staff and students on their sustainable
roles in the community, and potentially create a carbon neutral campus. The overall goal is to
start small and understand each individual’s influence and know that it’s better to do zero waste
imperfectly than not at all. The education system can start now with younger generations and
create sustainability as the new normal, while encouraging older generations to take small steps
every day towards working sustainable action into their own lives. These steps will accumulate
overtime and lead to generations of influence.
To begin, I will dissect St. Kate’s dining center. The dining center is a prime example for
how a system is not offering consumers sustainable choices. Individual’s choices and decisions
will not be enough to make a large enough impact because the foundation that St. Kate’s dining
center runs on is not set up to be environmentally friendly. They need to take responsibility for
fostering an area that is environmentally focused instead of putting the blame on students, staff,
and consumers to make the “zero-waste” or “sustainable” choice. Many students who live on
campus are required to buy some form of meal plan. Freshmen are forced to purchase the most
expensive meal plan which often ends up going to waste because they never use all their points. I
say this from personal experience, having been a freshman on campus, I know how few people
use all of their meal points from the platinum plan. There were often people with several hundred
leftover meal points. This alone creates an economic imbalance for those who are able to afford
on-campus living or have to commute. Furthermore, the dining hall is a great example of

greenwashing. Over the top of the entrance hangs a large banner declaring “Zero Waste”,
however, the dining hall is far from zero waste. On days that they don’t have enough metal
silverware they will only offer plastic utensils. They distribute to-go clamshells which vary
between styrofoam, plastic, or compostable. They offer many options that seem compostable yet
the only place to put compost on campus is back in the dining hall which makes it less likely for
those compost items to end up back there because the majority of them are for to-go products.
That means that if I wanted to get something to-go and bring it to my dorm or to class, the only
way I can properly dispose of it is by going back to the dining hall. Furthermore, they have
confusing signage on their trash bins. The labels on each container shows things that are not sold
within the cafeteria, so it’s not as helpful for the person trying to properly dispose of their
garbage. They do however offer a reusable clamshell that students can buy. For some students
this might not be affordable, and the process of using the clamshells was confusing and hard to
keep track of for most students. They could instead simply change the system by using labeling
that contains products sold in the cafeteria, only offer reusable clamshells and give one out to
each freshman so they have it as they come into the school, and give options that are not made of
single use plastic or remove plastic in general from the center. They are leaving it up to the
students to individually decide what the best option is which may only impact half of the
students at best. To be more productive, they could be leaving the students with options that are
only eco-friendly and alter the way they are doing things to adapt and make a real difference.
Below are some images of the zero waste banner, and poorly labeled trash bins in the
dining center.

Secondly, part of educating and influencing involves teaching those new to the
community to create a lasting impact that develops a new standard. The Reflective Woman
(TRW) is a course every new student has to take, whether they be a first year or a transfer
student they will all partake. This class covers many social justice issues within the world and
opens up a lot of conversations that many students have not been previously exposed to.
Therefore, this course could be the perfect template to embed a section on environmental
responsibility. The section could be as short as two days and contain information on proper
recycling, lifestyle changes to live more sustainably, and educate people on how they make
decisions to raise each individual's awareness. This would be another way for a larger
corporation taking control and responsibility of the people they are involved with by setting a

new standard. A standard that focuses on living a freeing but sustainable lifestyle. Furthermore,
within this section of TRW, they could open up discussions for students to ask questions about
areas they are really unfamiliar with, or be presented an opportunity to to expand their
knowledge on something. Environmentalism should no longer be considered a political stance. If
the world wants to see real change to help save our planet, they need to take big steps and work
as a collective unit to seek out these alterations. These adaptations to campus living are very
reasonable, easy to accomplish, and would create a lasting impact.
A third action St. Kate’s could take would be to add composting bins across all of
campus that includes proper labeling. In addition, they could include an introduction course on
proper recycling and composting on campus within orientation. It would not take long and could
help reduce the amount of cross contamination between recycling, composting, and garbage bins
across campus. This is one of the main concerns of the facility management on campus, so, if St.
Kate’s could educate new students on how to properly use these facilities across campus then
facility management would be more inclined to allow for this change. All of these actions would
help influence students as they come into the community and staff members would have to help
uphold the policies set out by the university.
An example of a local large school that is setting a high standard for environmental
change is Macalester College. In 2019 I was fortunate enough to take a tour of their campus led
by a faculty member largely in charge of sustainable efforts and a student who is head of the
environmental issues on their student senate. In 2015 Macalester set a series of goals they wanted
to achieve by 2020 or 2025. They wanted to be zero waste and serve 30% locally sourced food
by 2020, and be carbon neutral by 2025 (N.A., 2020). Through their original plan and goals, they
have expanded even further. They offer a second hand garage where students can drop off

anything from clothes and school supplies to a lawn mower and leave it for other students to
come and pick up for free. They have also expanded to focus around how these environmental
changes could impact students' wellbeing. The tour guides that led us across campus informed us
of how they send out regular surveys to students to see how they are doing, how they are
implementing sustainable practices into their lives outside of school, and looking for connections
between students' wellbeing when they first arrive on campus and when they leave. Macalester
has interwoven sustainability into their core foundations as a university and set a standard that
expects students to partake in. They have composting across all buildings on campus and offer
only compostable to-go options. They educate students when they first come to live on campus
as part of their freshman orientation. In their athletic building, they offer a plastic bag disposal
site since so many athletes use single use plastic bags for icing after practice. While they haven’t
fully met all their goals yet, they are well on their way to and have fostered an environment for
students to know how to work sustainable practices into their daily lives by educating them and
offering accessible opportunities for them that makes it easier to choose sustainability. An image
of Macalesters garbage bin system is pictured below. Taken by myself from their athletic
building.

A big university stepping up and creating a space on campus that is centered around
social and environmental justice could impact not only the individuals within the institution, but
also those living around it and other schools within their city or conference. A university can use
its resources to educate those living within it, the same way it educates every day. This time, it
can impact not only the thought processes of the individuals but create a lasting effect that carries
over into their lifestyles after graduation which will continue to pour over into their futures. This
is the power that a large university holds and it is our responsibility to exercise this power in the
most beneficial ways possible.

Conclusion
All in all, I have dissected the psychological process behind making a decision and how
our relationship with our environment affects our individual wellbeing. Using the theory of
planned behavior you can better predict what will urge someone to make a decision. Through
these discoveries I have uncovered what changes could be made to better encourage people to
live a sustainable lifestyle. Within this paper I have also covered possible setbacks or restraints
that some people are faced with when it comes to making sustainable choices within their lives
and through this have discussed the role of free will in our lives. Living Sustainably is not always
a clear cut choice for every person, but every person is still capable of some small actions that
would benefit the planet. In order for people to consistently make these sustainable choices
however, the choices need to appeal to both their rule-based, and associative decision centers. It
is largely up to big corporations and the government to offer consumers these sorts of choices.
While the psychology of sustainability is still a relatively new branch of psychology, it
can carry a lot of weight and importance as the world moves into the future. The earth is hurting
and humans are responsible for its pain. Not all of this blame and pain is caused by individuals
but instead on the shoulders of large corporations who continue to take no action. So therefore,
people are left with working at an individual level to create the change you wish to see in the
world and try to work within their community to create lasting change. It is not a small task and
it will require a lot of change in our current lifestyle, thought process, and society, but it is within
reach. People must take it one step at a time and work as a community to build lasting impact
and influence on current and future generations. Many people are capable of forcing large
corporations or helping enact large scale policy change that can help support a more sustainable
future. St. Catherine's University can be a part of that large scale action. They can set a new

standard for their community and those around it. They are capable of making a difference at
both an individual and macro level.
One primary takeaway is the importance of educating consumers. If you leave this project
with nothing else, leave it with the intention to further educate yourself and others about what I
have discussed and make the small changes in your life today that will influence those around
you. You can seek our knowledge and change your mindset to interact with both decision
making centers and be aware of the privilege you may have when it comes to these choices. You
can consider what you can do to make these choices more readily available to every individual
and continue to influence those around you.
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